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Invariants on three-manifolds with spin structure

Christian Blanchet

Introduction

New invariants on three-manifolds associated to certain roots of unity were
recently obtained by Witten and constructed by Reshetikin and Turaev ([W], [RT]).
Thèse invariants are combinations of generalised Jones polynomials, calculated on
a framed link in S3, representing a surgery présentation of the manifold.

Foliowing Lickorish, one can construct the invariants corresponding to SU(2)
using the one variable Kauffman bracket. See [L1-L2-L3] for the roots A em/2r

and [BHMV] for a généralisation.
Kirby and Melvin hâve shown that the invariant corresponding to the root

A einl*k décomposes as a sum of spin invariants, over ail spin structures on a

given manifold ([KM2]; see also [T2]). For A=ein/(sk + 4\ they give an
analogous décomposition as a sum over ail the modulo 2 cohomology classes on the
manifold.

In this article, we use the elementary methods of Lickorish&apos;s, as refined in
[BHMV], and a spin version of the Kirby calculus, to construct an invariant on
three-manifold with spin structure for each root of unity A of order p, p ^ 8

modulo 16, in a convenient ring. Up to normalisation this invariant appears as a

généralisation of the spin invariants of [KM2]-[T2]. We show that for a given p,
the invariant is essentially unique.

In a similar way, one can construct an invariant for three-manifolds M3

equipped with a cohomology class c e H1 (M3, Z/2), for each root of unity A of
order p, p ^ 0 modulo 16.

Différent relations between thèse invariants are given: If p =0 modulo 16, we

prove that the sum of the spin invariants, for ail spin structures on a given
manifold, is equal to the invariant of the manifold without structure, which will be

called the &apos;unspun&apos; invariant. (This word was suggested by the référée). If p 8

modulo 16, the unspun invariant décomposes as a sum over ail the cohomology
classes in an analogous way. In ail other cases, the invariants defined for a given A

can be expressed using only the invariant associated to the zéro cohomology class,

which we will call the even invariant.
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We show that, for A of order 16, the spin invariant is équivalent to the Rochlin
invariant (compare with [KM2], theorem 7.1). It enables one to distinguish the two
spin structures on the lens space L(«, 1) n even and n ^ 0 modulo 16. The two spin
structures on L(\6k, 1), k &gt;0, are distinguished by the invariant corresponding to
a root of unity A of order 32k.

§1. Kirby calculus and spin structure

It is well known that every oriented three-manifold M3 can be obtained by

surgery on a framed link L (LnpI)1^I^w in S3. M3 is diffeomorphic to

ML=ôWL, where WL is the manifold which is obtained by glueing a handle

At=D2xD2 along a tubular neighbourhood Vt of each component Lt.
(S1 x D29 S1 x 1) is identified with (K,,/,); hère lt is the preferred longitude:
lk(Ln /,) p,. To each spin structure s on ML, is associated an obstruction:

w2(s)eH2(WL,ML, Z/2).

(See [M] or [Ki2] for generalities about spin structures.) Using Poincaré duality, the

class corresponding to w2(s) can be written in the basis of H2(WL, Z/2) corresponding

to the handles:

2 (c,eZ/2).

This gives the characteristic sublink K(s), which is known to satisfy:

Vx g H2(WL, Z/2) x - x [K(s)] • x (in Z/2).

This condition is équivalent to the System:

B(Cl)=(Pl) (modulo 2).

Hère B is the linking matrix:

B {btJ) with: bn pt and btj lk(Ln L} for i ïj.
This gives a one to one correspondence between the spin structures and the

solutions of the condition above. We dénote by MiLJC) the manifold ML equipped
with the spin structure corresponding to the characteristic sublink K: every closed

three-manifold with spin structure admits such a characteristic surgery présentation.
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The components of a framed link L =(Lt,pt), with characteristic sublink K
are denoted by the triple (Lt9pt9ct). Hère ct e Z/2 is one whenever Lx belongs
to K

The following theorem is a refinement of the well known Kirby calculus.

THEOREM (1.1). The two spin manifolds M(LK) and M{Uilc) are spin diffeomor-
phic if and only if(L9 K) and L&apos;, K&apos;) are équivalent under the relation generated by
the following moves:

KSI: Add to (L, K) an unknotted component (Ll9 fi, 1), isolatedfront the others by
an embedded two-sphère, with e +1.

KS2: Modify a component (Lt9pt9ct) adding (using a bond) a push-off of
another one (LJ9pJ9Cj). The new component indexed by i, is: (L\9p&apos;l9c&apos;l)9 with

p&apos;t pt + Pj + 2lk(Ll9 Lj). The linking number is calculated with orientations ofLt and

LJ9 cohérent with an orientation of L\\ c[= cn and c] c, -H ct (mod 2).

The only changes needed to be made to the proof given in [Kil] concerns the
characteristic sublink:

The AS2 move (handle slide) does not modify WL\ the basis of H2(WL9 Z/2) is

changed, and it is easy to calculate the new characteristic coefficients.
The KSI move (stabilization) adds ±CP2 to WL. The new coefficient is

determined by the characteristic condition; the ct coefficients, which détermine the

obstruction on the other handles, are not modified.

Remarks (1.2)

1. Following [FR], one can replace the two moves by:
KS: Add an unknotted component (Ll9 e, ct) with

e ±l and ct 1 + 2y#lc//fe(Ll,L/).

One must then add to each p, the number e(lk(Li9 L,))2.
2. The framed link can be represented by a diagram in which the coefficient p,

is given by the longitude which is parallel to the component Lt in the plane. The

positive KS move (KS+) is described by the Figure 1. An integer n near a curve
means the présence of n parallels in the plane.

3. An analogous statement holds for three-manifolds M3 equipped with a

cohomology class c € Hl(M39 Z/2). If L is a surgery présentation of M3, then c

corresponds to a sublink C such that the modulo 2 homology class [C] is the kernel
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Figure 1

of B (interprétée modulo 2). The move of Remark 1.2.1 above becomes:

KC: Add an unknotted component (Ln e, ct) with

e=±l and ct Z^.c^L,, L,).

Add to each p} the number e(lk(Ln Lj))2.

§11. The spin invariants

(1) The bracket and the metabracket

We first recall a few results about the Jones-Kauffman module, of the solid

torus, which is a key ingrédient in the construction. Links in the solid torus
S1 x D2 — S1 x I x I can be represented by diagrams in the annulus S1 x I.
K(Sl x D2) is the Z[A, A~l]-module freely generated by thèse link diagrams,
quotiented by the relations:

(b)
Ô(D),

A product is defined in K(Sl x D2) by the union of two annuli along a component
of their boundary. K(Sl x D2) is the polynomial algebra Z[A, A~l][z], z represent-
ing a simple curve, essential in the annulus. The degree gives a Z/2-graduation.
K(Sl x D2) A:0^1 x D2) ®Kl(Sl x D2).

The Kauffman bracket is defined on link diagrams in the plane by:

(i) &lt;0&gt; 1,

(ii) &lt;Dvo)
(iii)
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This polynomial is an invariant of unoriented framed links in S3. We recall that on
a link diagram the framing of a component is given by the parallel in the plane.

Given a link diagram, one can replace each of the n components Lt by kt
parallels in the plane, and then evaluate the Kauffman bracket of this cabled link,
which only dépends on the framed link L, represented by the given diagram. This
yields a multilinear form:

which we call the meta-bracket (cf: [L3], [BHMV]).
We shall simply use &lt; &gt; for the linear form associated with the unknot with zéro

framing, and &lt; }k for the bilinear form associated with the Hopf link, with framing
coefficient k on each component.

As in [L3] and [BHMV], we will use the Chebyshev polynomials: (en)neZ is the

family of polynomials in K(Sl x D2) defined by

e_x 0, e0 1 and for every n: zen en+ x + en_ x.

en is odd or even depending on the parity of n, and: e_n — e_2 + n- It is easily
shown that for every integer n:

I 2/1 + 2

&lt;o=- -A - 2n - 2\

A2-A -2

The operators c, t and x are defined on K(Sl x D2) by Figure 2.

Using relations (a) and (b) one can check the following lemma:

LEMMA (II.l). For every x:
(a) tzx =~-A3xtx,
(b) tzx A2zxx + 1 - A ~4)cx,

(c) czx A ~2zcx + 1 — A4)tx.

Figure 2
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The proposition below follows by induction (see also [L3] and [BHMV]).

PROPOSITION (II.2). The basis (en)n^0 diagonalizes the operators c and t:

cen=lnen, with kn -
and

ten=ixnen,

(2) How to construct invariants!

The following proposition gives a way to construct invariants on three-

manifolds with spin structure. The indeterminate A is evaluated in a ring A, and we

set:

KA(Sl x D2) K(Sl x D2) ®A.

{A must be invertible and will be a root of unity.)

PROPOSITION (II.3). // œ0 e K°A(Sl x D2) and œl e KlA(Sl x D2) satisfy the

following conditions:

(a) Vx06^(51xi)2)&lt;^0,cyi&gt;£ &lt;jc0&gt;&lt;/eû)1&gt;,/ore ±l;
(b) VxxeK\(Sl x D2) &lt;xl9œoye &lt;*,&gt;&lt;*»!&gt;,/or e ±1;
(c) (tea&gt;\y is invertible in A, for e ±1;

then there exists an invariant 6A of three-manifolds with spin structure such that for
any characteristic surgery présentation (L,K)=(Ll,pncl)x^l&lt;&gt;n, one has the following

expression:

Hère (è+,6_) is the signature of the quadratic form associated with the linking
matrix B, which is the intersection form on H2{WL, Z).

Proof The only thing to show is that the expression given above is not changed

by a KS-move. If we add a new unknotted component, either (Ln+l,s, 1) or
(Ln + Ue, 0), we make use of (a) or (b) respectively. In each case we get a

multiplicative factor (tecox &gt; for the meta-bracket, which is canceled because either

b+ or b_ is modified.
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Remarks (II.4)

1. Multiplication by z is a symmetric operator for &lt; &gt;£, e ± 1. It follows that
if one requires that za&gt;0 ôcou then conditions (a) and (b) are équivalent.

2. Suppose A is equipped with a conjugation which send A on A ~!, one has on
KA(Sl x D2) a. compatible involution defined by taking the mirror image of a

diagram. If œ0 and cox are fixed by this involution, then the conditions correspond-
ing to e 1 and e — 1 are équivalent.

3. In a similar way, one can define an invariant on three-manifolds with
cohomology class by the formula:

if:

(a) Vx0 e K°A(Sl x D2) &lt;*0, co0&gt;£ &lt;xoXtea&gt;o&gt;, for £ ± 1;

(b) Vx, eKlA(Sl x D2) Oc^X Oc,&gt;&lt;fecoo&gt;, fors ±1;
(c) &lt;feû)0&gt; is invertible in A, for e ± 1.

4. An &apos;unspun&apos; invariant is defined ([BHMV]) by the formula:

if Vx &lt;x, ca&gt;£ &lt;x&gt;&lt;rficy&gt; and &lt;feco&gt; is invertible, e ± 1.

In §IV we will systematically study the conditions (a), (b) and (c) of the

proposition above, and the use of roots of unity will be justified there. However, in
order to construct invariants we only need to exhibit solutions to (a), (b) and (c).
We will now do so.

(3) Existence of the invariants

Let A be a root of unity in an intégral domain A, for which the order r of
q A4 is not congruent to 2, modulo 4.

We will assume that

if r 1, then 2 is invertible, and

if r &gt; 1, then r is invertible.
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Let œ co0 + co^ be the décomposition corresponding to the Z/2-graduation of the

élément co defined as follows:

(a) If r 1, then œ l+ô~lz.
(b) If r &gt; 1 is odd, then œ E;&quot;02 &lt;e, &gt;,.

(c) If r 4k, then œ \ £;-&lt;? (et }et.

We shall see in §IV that in the case r 4k, the same invariant is obtained,
with coo and cox replaced by the reduced éléments œ0 and œu defined by:

ôœl.

Remark. When the order of A is even, the élément œ satisfy the condition of
Remark II.4.4, and is (up to a coefficient 2 in cases (a) and (b)) the one which is

used in [BHMV].

THEOREM (II.5). There exists an invariant of three-manifolds with spin structure

such that for any characteristic surgery présentation (L, K) (Li9pnct)x^liStn,
one has the following expression:

This invariant is 1 for S3. It is multiplicative for connected sum. And if A has a

conjugation sending A on A~*, changing orientation corresponds to this conjugation.

Remark (II.6). Let:

Ap (Z[A, A-l]/&lt;pp)[l\ if r &gt; 1 is odd and p g {r, 2r,4r},

Ap (Z{A,A-l]/&lt;pp)\z\, ifr 4fc 16p,

A{ =/l2 Z - and

Hère q&gt;p is the p-th cyclotomic polynomial. The invariant above is defined in Ap9 it
is denoted by 6P and we shall make it clear in §IV in which sensé 9P is universal.

The case r 1 will be studied at the end of §11. To prove existence of this
invariant for r &gt; 1, we are going to show that co0 and co, satisfy the conditions of
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Proposition IL 1. In order to do that we need to define a quotient of the algebra
KA(Sl x D2): VA KA(Sl x D2)/(er_ Hère (er_,) dénote the idéal generated by

er_i. We observe that:

(er_ Span {er_ _* + er_, + *, A: g M}.

LEMMA (II.7). (a) /« the quotient algebra VA\

en + 2r=en&gt; M every n.

(b) The operators c and t9 the linear form &lt; &gt;, and the scalar products &lt; &gt;,, are
well defined on the quotient VA.

The proof is straightforward. For (b), observe that:

&lt;z*z*)0 &lt;cV&gt;, and (x,y\ &lt;t% Vy\.

Let G be defined on VA by:

PROPOSITION (II.8). For «?ery x0 m V°A: G(x0) G(\)x0.

Proof. It follows from: e2en =en__2 + en +en + 2&gt; that for every x:

y 0 7 0 7 0

Using Lemma II.7.(a):

r- 1 r- 1 r-1

77 yl)+ Z ^-
7 0 7 0 7 0

r- 1

Z e2e2j+lt(xe2j+l)=G(x)e2.
7 0

One can deduce that

(1) G(e2)=G(\)e2.

(2) for every i, G(e2e2l) =^26:(e2l).

Using this, the proposition can be shown, by induction, for ail e2n which generate VA.
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Proof of Theorem IL 5

Let:

ûi= Z &lt;*2/+i&gt;e2/+i-
7 0

In VA : Qx 2co!, if r is odd, and (2! 4a)! if r 4/r.

For jc0 in F^ :

We can deduce that co, satisfies the condition (a) of II.3.
We can show that in VA : zœ0 ôœ]9 so co0 satisfies condition H.3.(b). We will

now prove that &lt;^!&gt; is invertible.

0

r- 1

3 X
7 0

7 0

Hère g is the Gauss sum:

7 0

g is well known for q e2m/r (r :

(cf[BE]).
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Now we consider the morphism: &lt;pZ[Çr] -+A9 which sends Çr to q. We claim:

For r odd, &lt;rco1&gt;&lt;/-1co1&gt;(^2-^-2)2 -r is invertible.

For r 4k, &lt;ta&gt;j&gt;&lt;f &quot;^X^2 — A~2)2 -2k is also invertible.

Thus (tœx &gt; is invertible in every case.

(4) Some spécial cases

If A C, we can write: &lt;*&lt;#! &gt; py, with: /? &gt; 0 and \y | 1. The invariant can
then be expressed by:

0A(MiLtK)) p-» + vy-°(œCl,..., coCn}L.

Hère &lt;r =b+ —b_ is the index of WLi and v is the nullity of the linking matrice

(the first Betti number of ML).
We are going to study the cases: A f 12 and A £16 (£„ e2m/n). We dénote

by \i g Z/16 the Rochlin invariant of (M3,5).

PROPOSITION (11.9). For A=Çl2, 6A(M\s)=i*l9 and for ^=Ci6?

Proof. For ^ =d2, r 3, co0 1, c»! -z, &lt;fco,&gt; -1. For ^=Ci6, ^=45
c50= I,c3i —(\ly/l)z, &lt;/c3t&gt; —(Ciô)3- One can evaluate the invariant using
a link with empty characteristic sublink; in this case, WL is spin and its index

gives [i.

Remark. For A -Çi6, 0^(M3,5) =(C16)~3/i is exactly the invariant x4(M39s)

of Kirby-Melvin (see [KM2], theorem 7.1).

Case r 1. For ail j, k2j ^, fi2J 1 and Ii2j+i= —A3; one can easily deduce

that (ct&gt;0, cûx) satisfies conditions II.3.
Using a présentation (L, 0) as above, we show that the invariant is: (— Ay.
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§111. Some symmetry formulas and their conséquences

(1) The odd case

A good question is: What is the influence of the spin structure s when one
calculâtes the invariant 0A(M3, s) defined in II.5? Hère is the answer for odd r:

THEOREM (III. 1). For odd r, the following réduction holdsfor the spin invariant
defined in II.5:

with a — Arl and

We recall that fi is the Rochlin invariant. We observe that a4=l; more
precisely, the order of a is 2, 1 or 4 according to the order of A, which may be r,
2r or 4r.

If one constructs invariants for manifolds M3 equipped with a cohomology
class in H\M3, Z/2) as indicated in the Remark 3 of §11.4.(3), the invariant 8A(M3)
is the one obtained for the zéro cohomology class. The formula above can be

written:

We can show that the same formula holds for the &apos;unspun&apos; invariant constructed

with œ when the order of A is 4r, r odd:

9AM)=9Àr2(M)ffA(M).

When the order of A is 2r, r odd, the &apos;unspun&apos; invariant dA(M3) is exactly SA(M3).

The following lemma gives some needed symmetry formulas, and is easily
established.

LEMMA (III.2). For every integer i:
(a) &lt;er_2_,) A2Xe,},
(b) 1,-2-, A2%,
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Proof of theorem III. 1

Using Lemma III.2, we can show that: (tco^ — A~r2(ta&gt;0}. We claim that:
Vx0 e K°A(Sl x D2) &lt;/jc0, tco0) &lt;xo&gt;&lt;ta&gt;o&gt;, so that ffA is well defined.

Now we can evaluate the two invariants using a présentation (L, 0)...

(2) The case r 4k

Let us begin by giving an example which shows that no réduction analogous to
III. 1 holds in this case.

The lens space L(n, 1) is obtained with an unknotted circle weighted by n. For
even n, this space has two spin structures, and the respective Rochlin invariants are:

sgn (n) and sgn (n) — n (hère sgn (n) is the sign of n: 0 or ±1). This can be seen

using 0Cl6.

For n =0, the two spin structures are équivalent (the space is S1 x S2). The
Rochlin invariant distinguishes the two spin structures if n is not in 16Z.

For n 16fc, k # 0, the invariants for A (32* are opposite and not zéro, and

so the two spin structures are distinguished.

Proof. Thèse two invariants are:

and

Ix &lt;/co1&gt;&quot;sgn(A:)&lt;r16A:a&gt;,&gt;

We hâve: &lt;û&gt;0&gt; &lt;&lt;»i&gt; (-r/2)(A2-A~2y2, so /0=

We now give the décomposition theorem. A similar proposition was announced

by Turaev in [T2] and appears in [KM2]. The hypothèses are those of II.3.

THEOREM (III.3). For r 4fe, the global invariant (see II.4.3) décomposes as

following:

0A(ML)= X eA(ML,s).
s g Spin

We need some symmetry formulas again.
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LEMMA (JII.4). Ifr=4k, for ail integers ij:
(a) &lt;er-2-,&gt; &lt;O.

(b) Ar.2_I=-Al.
(c) /ir-2-,=(-l)l+V,.
(d) (z\er_2_iy {-\)Kz\ety.

In VA we set

N+ Span {*2*- i -, + elk_, + „ 0 &lt; i &lt; 2* - 1} W°+ © À^,

N^ Span {^-1 -, + ^-1 +,»
1 ^ « ^ 2fc - 1} A^

COROLLARY (III.5). (a) For the scalar product &lt; &gt;0:

V°A={N_y and VlA=(N+)\

(b) r(^!+ )=Nl+, t(Nl JVL, /(7V°+ iVi, t(N°_

Proof of Theorem III.3

We can deduce from III.5 that for every k\

tkœx is in Nl+, t2kœ0 is in N% and t2k+lœ0 is in N°_.

Now we claim that we can use a link L, with only unknotted components: any
surgery présentation can be reduced to such a link, using Â^-moves.

Let us write:

Hère a, is one if and only if the component Lt is in the sublink K. We are going to
show that, in this sum, the contribution of a term corresponding to a sublink which
is not characteristic is zéro. Let AT be a sublink of L, which contains a component
Ln such that:

[Lt] (modulo2).
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(a) If Lt is not in K, then: lk(Lt, K)=pl + l (mod 2), pt being the coefficient of
the component Lt. If pt is even, the term corresponding to K can be written:

&lt;f2Axoo, jc, &gt;0, with xx odd, and is zéro, according to III.5.

If pt is odd the term is written:

(t2k + lœ0, xo&gt;o, with x0 even

(b) If Lt is in K, then lk(Ln K-Lt) \ (mod 2).
The corresponding term is:

&lt;/fcco1, xx &gt;0, with xx odd

A particular case is that, for e ± 1, &lt;feco&gt; {t^^.
The theorem is proven.

§IV. Uniqueness

We are going to study the conditions of Proposition II.3. This will justify the
choice of roots of unity, and will be used to prove the following uniqueness
theorem.

THEOREM (IV. 1). Suppose A is an intégral domain containing a root of unity
A, of order p, and 0A is the invariant associated to a solution (w0, wx) of conditions

II.3.
There exists a unit k in A, a homomorphism f:Ap—&gt;A induced by 1\A, A ~!] -+A
such that:

Hère v is the first Betti number of M.

See II.6 for the définition of Ap and 0p.

(1) Diagonalisation of the bilinear form

&lt;,&gt;0 K°(SxxD2)®K\Sl xD2)-&gt;Z[A,A-1].
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Recall that the eigenvalues of the operator c are

We define the éléments Q2k and Q2k + l (k ^ 0) respectively in K^S* x D2) and

K\Sl x D2) by:

Qo=h Q\=*

and for k ^ 1:

PROPOSITION (IV.2)
(a) If/#^,&lt;(22Jt,Ô2/+i&gt;o 0.

__1 2A:+

(b) dk {Q2kiQ2k+l}0= fi
(a) For l&lt;k:

e2l+ x&gt;0

Thus Q2k is orthogonal to Span {z2I+ \ l &lt; k}. In the same way, Q2fc + \ is orthogonal

to Span{z2/, l&lt;k- 1}.

(b) 4 &lt;Ô2*,e2*+i&gt;o,

• e2k +

One can deduce (b) from the identity:
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In order to discuss the conditions of II.3, we need the following lemma:

LEMMA (IV.3)

&lt;ob»&gt;=«-*-* no+«*xi-«*+o.

We first prove the following technical lemma:

LEMMA (IV.4)
(a) rQ2k A4kQ2k+l.

(b) T2Q2k

+ Au-2(Ask + 4 - A-*k-4)(ABk - A~*k)Q2k_2.

Proof of Lemma IV.4

k- 1

(a) xQ2k A4kQ2k+l + £ CiQn+i (see Lemma III).
/=o

For/&lt;*;:

&lt;Ô2/, ïQlk &gt;0 Cl dx &lt;Tg2/, Q2k &gt;0 0.

(b) In a similar way:

and v^_ j satisfy ^4 &lt;Tg2*+1, 62^+ iX and

One easily obtains:

To calculate Çk9 we shall use e2k and e2fc- 1&apos;

e2k ÔU +^2Ar-2Ô2A:-2+ &apos; &apos; &apos;

&apos;
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The dots indicate a polynomial which has degree smaller than the preceeding term.

(Qik-1, eik &gt; Vik-idk-1

One deduces:

In a similar way:

Now, we can calculate £,k:

One deduces:

and

2k + 2 + A~6(2 + Al6k+16 +

+ A8k-2(ABk + 4 - A-«k-4)(ASk - A~*k)Q2k_2.

Proof of Lemma IV.3

Let: P2k t~xQ2k. Using Lemma II.l, IV.4(b) can be written:
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Let uk P2k(ô).

Lemma IV.3 can now be proven by induction.

(2) Condition II. 3 studied

Suppose A is in a field A (for example, the quotient field of an intégral domain).
We want to study the following équation:

VxoeK°A(SlxD2) &lt;x0ivly0=O-lx0Xvly. (E,)

We are looking for a solution vx e KlA(Sl x D2) such that: &lt;#,&gt;#(). Let:

w &lt;u1 &gt;~ lvx. (Ei) becomes:

Vx0eKA(SlxD2) &lt;^o,w&gt;o &lt;r-1xo&gt;. (E2)

It is clear that w détermines vu up to a multiplicative coefficient.
Write: w E H&gt;fcg2A:+1 • (^2) becomes:

A polynomial solution can exist only if uk is zéro for k big. Thus # must be a root
of unity, the order of which is again denoted by r. The smallest integer k for which
dk is zéro is the smallest for which:

q&quot;=\ or q4k + 2=l.

The order of q2 is 2k or 2&amp; + 1.

1: r is odd, so r 2k + 1.

(£2) has a unique solution t; of minimal degree: deg(f) =2&amp; — 1. The other
solutions are: v -f x with x e Nk Span {Ô2/+1» / ^ ^}-

2: r is congruent to 2 modulo 4.

The order of #2 is: r/2 2A: + 1, but uk is not zéro: q2k+1 -1. CE2) has no
solution.
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Case 3: r is congruent to 0 modulo 4.

The order of q2 is: r/2 2k, q2k — 1, and for l ^ k, ^=0. The conclusion is

the same as in case 1.

Conclusion

The discussion above shows that an invariant can be defined, using Proposition
II.3, only if A is a root of unity whose order is not congruent to 8, modulo 16.

Furthermore, the solution cou given in theorem II.5, has minimal degree for odd r;
for r 4k, a, solution of minimal degree is cô,.

(3) Proof of Theorem IV. 1

Recall the hypothesis: A is a root of unity in an intégral domain A, and (w0, w,)
is a solution of condition II.3. The discussion above shows that the order p of A is

not congruent to eight modulo 16, or equivalently, the order r of q A4 is not
congruent to 2 modulo 4. In the following we suppose r &gt; 1; the case r 1 is left
to the reader.

Let us work with the quotient field Q(A). First of ail, we reduce the problem,
using the quotient space

VA=K(SlxD2)®Q(A)/(er_l).

LEMMA (IV.5). The meta-bracket is well defined on VA.

Proof. Suppose x is in the idéal (er _, we want to show that:

&lt;...,*,...&gt;L=0.

Let Lt be the component where x is satellized. Note that changing any crossing on
the diagram, adding around it an unknotted circle, weighted by ±1, and satellized
with cou does not change the nullity of the meta-bracket. Hence we can suppose
that L, is unknotted.

Then we can write: &lt; x,.. &gt;L &lt;f*(x), j&gt;&gt;0 0.

(a) Case r 2k -h 1. The diagonalization of §IV.l shows that the bilinear form:

&lt; &gt;o ya ® y\ -&gt; Q(A) is non-singular.
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Observe that {Q2j)o^j^k-\ anc* (Q2j+i)o^j^k-\ afe bases of VA and VlA9 respec-
tively, and that (er_,) (e2k) Span {Qx, l ^ 2k} (Q2A:)- Using the unique solution

of (E2), one can see that in V\

We can write wx Acol5 and also w0 Aû)0. X is the constant of w0 (reduced in V°A),

so is in A.
&lt;/h&gt;,&gt; X(tcox} is invertible, so A is invertible.

(b) Case r 4/c. Now the bilinear form: &lt; &gt;0 VA ® V\ -+ Q(A), is singular.

Let: W\ Ki /Ni, and ^ VA /N%.

We can deduce from III.5 that the bilinear form &lt; &gt;0 is defined on W^A ® W\\
the diagonalisation of IV. 1) shows that it is non singular. In W\ and VA/N°_9 we
hâve respectively: w} X(ûx Ac5l5 and w0 Xœ0 Xœ0. X is the constant of w0, so

is in A.

(twxy X(ta&gt;i} is invertible, so X is invertible. One can check that &lt;fc5i&gt; lives

in A, more precisely in the homomorphic image of Z[A, A ~1],

The proof is achieved as in the odd case using the following lemma. This lemma

justifies the use of the reduced éléments a&gt;0 and œx.

LEMMA (IV.6). Suppose (L, K) =(L,,/?i,cj)U/&lt;;m is a link with characteristic
sublink. Every expression (xx,..., xn &gt;L, in which each xt has the parity ofcn is zéro

iffor some j, x} is in N°_, or in Nl_.

Proof. As already seen, we can suppose that L} is unknotted.
(a) Suppose L} is in K: lk(LJ9K — Lj) =0 (mod 2). The expression can be

written: &lt;&gt;&gt;, /ax/&gt;0 with y even. t*Xj is in N[_, so the scalar product is zéro.

(b) Suppose Lj is not in K:lk(LJ9K) =Pj (mod 2). The expression can be

written (tpJxJ9yy0. The parity of y is given by p}\ the scalar product is zéro again.
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